The Barbary Coast Democratic Club, the fourth largest gay Democratic club in northern California, held their annual candidates night on September 22, and made their endorsements on Saturday September 27th, and there were some surprises.

The Club voted to not support President Jimmy Carter by a narrow margin to John B. Anderson and his running mate, Democrat Patrick Lucey. This makes Barbary Coast the second gay Democratic Club to give a "quasi" endorsement to Anderson. The gay Clubs other than the official candidate of the Democratic Party and the California Democratic Council (CDC).

The San Francisco Police Department’s only response to the drastic rise in violent crime in the Central City, is to say “We don’t have enough men and women.” Really? is the response to that typical SFPD excuse for their incompetence. For the residents and merchants of the Central City know that the SFPD has a Vice/Morals Squad that has nothing better to do than to harass gays in the Central City and in the Polk area. Violent crime is up over two hundred percent over last year and most of these go unreported, for waiting for a police car is like waiting for a turtle caravan to pass. Most people do not report violent crimes for fear of retaliation by those criminals who have assaulted them or robbed them. For the SFPD will do little or nothing about protecting the victims.

The District Attorney’s Office shares equal blame with the SFPD, as they “make bargains deals” and send the violent punks back on the streets within a week or less. In fact, during the nine month administration of both Chief Con Murphy and D.A. Arlo Smith, the crime problem has become far greater than it was under their predecessors, Charles and Sal Joseph Frietas, respectively, and this paper worked for both of their ousters.

Police personnel moral may be up, but accordingly so is crime, and we mean violent crime. Physical assaults are a regular sight both on the streets and in the bars of the Central City, but yet the residents and merchants cry for uniformed policemen and women walking the beat in the Central City, goes virtually unheeded.

The Central City Neighbors Association (CCNA) is requesting a hearing before the Police Commission to find out why the police are unable to comply with the requests of the residents for help.
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The School Board race found two incumbents getting the nod, Dr. Eugene Hopp and Ben Tom. And two challengers for the four vacancies, Tom Ammiano, a gay teacher, and Tony Ubalde. For the College Board, only one incumbent, Charles “Chuck” Ayala got the nod along with challengers, Dr. Tim Wolfred, Bill Villa. And the Club voted a strong NO on Proposition N, as the Club feels that citywide elections is unfair and wants something better and feels that citywide is better until a combination of district and citywide can be reached.

One big surprise in the Board of Supervisors race was that the Club endorsed incumbent gay Supe, Harry Birtt for the first time ever. Also endorsed for Supervisor was, Terence Hallinan, Ben Horn, David Scott, Quentin Kopp, Paul Boneberg, Ed Lawson, Lee Dolson Nancy Walker, John Bardi, and another shocker for this Club, John Molinari who also has been unfriendly towards the Barbary Coasters.

GAY DEMOS GIVE "STAMP OF APPROVAL" TO ANDERSON!
EN DORSES FIVE GAYS FOR OFFICE!
ENDORSEMENT OF BRITT A REAL SHOCKER TO ALL!
WILLIE BROWN "STRIKES OUT!"
DEMO ASSEMBLYMAN ATTACKED FOR "PORNO LAW CLIENTS!"
MOSCONE TOPS GYEMANT!
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Alan Cranston failed to receive at least 50% and thus an endorsement for the U.S. Senate. Assemblyman Willie Brown also did not receive an endorsement either. But Assemblyman Art Agnos surprisingly did, as he is not friendly to the Barbary Coast group at all. The candidate of both the Republican and Democratic Party, Milton Marks got an overwhelming endorsement, as he was on all ballots cast, the only candidate to accomplish that feat.

In the race for judge of the Municipal Court, Phillip Moscone edged Ina Gye-
PAUL BONEBERG
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A portion of the crowd at the April 11th Rally against the KKK and the Nazis at San Francisco Civic Center organized by the SF Crusader and the Gay Liberation Alliance. The ONLY power to do so is...
KIMO Escapes Death

KIMO Cochran is recovering from his narrow brush with death after four college type youths, clean-cut and neat appearing picked Kimo up in front of the Grubstake after being able to return to work yet, as Texas Hayward Police do have some leads and arrests are expected soon. We at the Crusader do wish Kimo a speedy recovery.

Andersen can, and will win come November 4th. Vote for Anderson. Your prayers for Kimo’s speedy recovery are requested.

Vour prayers for Kimo’s speedy recovery are requested. Cards may be sent to i35! Polk St., SF 94109.

New New New LaSAlON Introduces the Portable Male Douche

Only $9.95
or Two for $19.50

KIMO

This honest, right next to you in the Crusader. We have a new product that we think you will be interested in. The Portable Male Douche. It is a lubricated tip, and a bag with a 1 gallon capacity. The portable male douche includes, the thinnest of attache cases for those private travels anywhere and satisfaction. Compact, super handy portable male douche that is as effective as well. A good night, a night that candidates and those voters in attendance will long remember as a pleasant, colorful and gay event. The Gay Voters League wishes to thank the staff and management of the Marathon for the fantastic work they did and for the use of their beautiful new ballroom. A most beautiful spot.

The Gay Voters League Endorsed the following:
John B. Anderson, President; Congress, 5th District, John Burton; State Senator, Milton Marks;
Ben Horn, candidate for Supervisor; Ben Horn was one of those who “stood up and was counted” on during the turbulent days of the sixties and early seventies and shown complete and utter contempt for the electorate by their positions on the issues of the day. They coukf have at least had a rep. Art Agnos was another no-show. One who hit at this was Olga Ammiano who obviously is a favorite of the voters present. The Gay Voters League wishes to thank the staff and management of the Marathon for the fantastic work they did and for the use of their beautiful new ballroom. A most beautiful spot.

San Francisco Crusader

Gay Voters Hold Spectacular Candidate’s Night

Monday night September 25th, dozens of candidates for office went on stage at the Marathon Ballroom, at the 9th Annual Gay Voters League candidates night, co-sponsored this year by the Barbary Coast Democratic Club and the Central City Neighborhood Association (CCNA.)

The event was colorful, spectacular to say the least, for the staff of the Ballroom had created a red, white and blue scene, which all the politicians agreed rival the Democrat or Republican conventions. The sound by Tomorrow Sound was tolerable and the lights by Ralph Deming of the Marathon was clear and most mobile.

There was a full bar for those attending to partake of during the three and half hour event which was never slow and all of the candidates got at least four minutes to present their views to the audience.

The event began with Assembly candidate 17th District Paul Kamps of the Peace and Freedom Party speaking. Paul cared right in on the current system of government which he and his Party feels are ignoring the plight of the poor peoples, to which many people didn’t disagree with.

On behalf of Congressman John Burton who was in Washington his representative Mr. William Boyd spoke to a most receptive audience. Mr. Boyd and the Congressman have been instrument­al in getting the Gay UTOH thrown out at the Fort Mason Veteran’s Hospital again this year, for which the gay community and the Boys are most grateful.

Supervisor Quentin Kopp spend almost and half an hour talking to us about his run for the 17th Assembly District; Supervisor Ed Lawson seeking re-election; State Senator Milton Marks was an overwhelming favorite of all who attended and who applauded him wildly.

Superior Ed Lawson made his points clear on the need for greater crime prevention during his speech, as did Paul Bonenberg a gayman, who is also running for Supervisor. Bonenberg said that he felt that housing was a first. In the list of needs for San Fran­cisco.

Chairman Andy’s, a member of the Community College Board seeking re-election, spoke earnestly and clearly on the need for better education during his tenure and asked that the voters return him to office. Another College Board candidate, Bill Valentine of the Grass Roots Alliance spoke to an audience that gave his right attention as they did to Bill Roselli who is a candidate for the College Board.

Phil Moscone, candidate for the Municipal Court Judge was given warmly by the crowd and showed quickly his abilities for the post. He is sharp and quick.

Superior John Bardis spent a good deal of the time working the crowd and was enthusiastically received as well.

Former Supervisor, Lee Dolson, a longtime supporter of gay rights was one of the speakers who spoke also for the need for citywide elections which most people support clearly. Tom Carey, candidate for the 17th Assembly spot proved to be an instant favorite because his style was so prevalent early in the campaign and he worked the crews much better and his speech in the voters know that he would be an effective voice for the 11th district spot.

Terence Hallinan, candidate for Supervisor got an excellent reception as he spoke of his long time involvement on behalf of gay rights and civil rights in the bay area.

Ben Horn, candidate for Supervisor waded few words in saying what he felt had to be done to make the city safer and cleaner. David Scott, a gayman, and candidate, was clearly a favorite of those in attendance and has established his credentials as a favorite with the city. Paul Hardman of the Voice did a tremendous job of promoting himself and his campaign.

Harry Britt who had confided to persons who related it to the Crusader that he would have had to answer all those wild statements he has been making in his paper about his ALLEGED accomplishments. The other gay candidates aren’t even worth mentioning.

The people like Nancy Walker, John Molina, and Carol Ruth Silver, had they shown, would have been eliminated overwhelmingly. At least she is what they all have had to answer all those wild statements he has been making in his paper about his ALLEGED accomplishments. The other gay candidates aren’t even worth mentioning.

The best of all to you, Voice NO on N! The Gay Voters League endorsed the following:

John B. Anderson, President; Congress, 5th District, John Burton; State Senator; Milton Marks, 17th District; Assembly, Tom Crary; Judge Municipal Court, Phillip Moscone; College Board, Chuck Ayala; Supervisor, Terence Hallinan, former Supervisor, and Nancy Stohl. Good luck to all of you, Voice NO on N!
JERRY Falwell, Bill Robinson, Ronald Reagan, Paul Laxalt, Dennis McQuaid, and a host of other political and religious figures loom as the neo Nazi/KKK Moral Majority/Christian Voice in America. Jerry Falwell, with over 20 million viewers a week on his Old Time Gospel Hour television and Robinson with another 9 million viewers on his telecast, together pose the greatest threat to individual freedom in the history of America. In re­spect, Falwell and his political disciple Ronald Reagan believe that all lives must be based upon Biblical morality, which means, that you do it the way they interpret the Bible, and we all know their way is alot different than most Christians. Falwell and Reagan are hypocrites! For while they blame the Bill of Rights for the Constitution for what they feel is immorality in America, it is this very Bill of Rights they use so maliciously to fight any form of gun control or regulation. So, they interpret the Constitution of the United States about the way they want to interpret the Bible. Think of the Bible, they interpret the Bible, and the Bible says it is immoral to kill homosexuals, I will shout "immoral" at them for their persecution of homosexuals who are children of God, the same as they are, for it is immoral to deprive the poor of their right to live and work in society the same as anyone else. Reagan and his whole crowd are immoral and as fascist as any group in the United States, yet who dares to cast a vote for a candidate who is the choice of the Neo Nazi/Fascist? Reagan is the choice of all the followers of the Bible. So, if the choice of the followers of the Bible is the choice for president, Reagan is the choice of all the followers of the Bible. It is obvious to anyone who will vote for such a fascist is just as bad as any gays may have told us they support Reagan. Well any mentally disturbed friend, the Reagan/KKK/Fascist will kill you just as easily as they will kill anyone who doesn't follow that vote. When they finish killing off those of us who oppose their fascism, they'll kill you too because you are "just like the rest of them." These people believe that the only good gay is a dead gay! A vote for Reagan is a vote for the KKK and the Nazi's. FASCISM IS HERE...HUEY!

Jerry Falwell, Bill Robinson, Ronald Reagan, Paul Laxalt, Dennis McQuaid, and a host of other political and religious figures loom as the neo Nazi/KKK Moral Majority/Christian Voice in America. Jerry Falwell, with over 20 million viewers a week on his Old Time Gospel Hour television and Robinson with another 9 million viewers on his telecast, together pose the greatest threat to individual freedom in the history of America. In respect, Falwell and his political disciple Ronald Reagan believe that all lives must be based upon Biblical morality, which means, that you do it the way they interpret the Bible, and we all know their way is alot different than most Christians. Falwell and Reagan are hypocrites! For while they blame the Bill of Rights for the Constitution for what they feel is immorality in America, it is this very Bill of Rights they use so maliciously to fight any form of gun control or regulation. So, they interpret the Constitution of the United States about the way they want to interpret the Bible. Think of the Bible, they interpret the Bible, and the Bible says it is immoral to kill homosexuals, I will shout "immoral" at them for their persecution of homosexuals who are children of God, the same as they are, for it is immoral to deprive the poor of their right to live and work in society the same as anyone else. Reagan and his whole crowd are immoral and as fascist as any group in the United States, yet who dares to cast a vote for a candidate who is the choice of the Neo Nazi/Fascist? Reagan is the choice of all the followers of the Bible. So, if the choice of the followers of the Bible is the choice for president, Reagan is the choice of all the followers of the Bible. It is obvious to anyone who will vote for such a fascist is just as bad as any gays may have told us they support Reagan. Well any mentally disturbed friend, the Reagan/KKK/Fascist will kill you just as easily as they will kill anyone who doesn't follow that vote. When they finish killing off those of us who oppose their fascism, they'll kill you too because you are "just like the rest of them." These people believe that the only good gay is a dead gay! A vote for Reagan is a vote for the KKK and the Nazi's.

THE late Boss; Huey Long of Louisiana, commanded, the afflicted, the oppressed, and those whom the other papers do not represent. We are the voice of the "voks des B's." We are the voice of the "voks des B's."
UNICORN STAGE COMPANY

"LEAVE OF ABSENCE" NOW PLAYING
The Unicorn Stage Company, resident in San Francisco and in the Central City's Tenderloin for nearly three years, appears to have left a little too late: it has not yet reviewed but it looks as if this tiny theatre company is preparing for a triumphant departure. "Leave of Absence" is the west coast premire of Stephen Foreman's drama about a young woman and a middle-aged man who are about to leave their respective spouses in order to marry each other. The play is directed by Kevin Wm. Meyer, and plays through October 5th.

"THE STRIKE" THREE!
Lee Sankowitch, director of several previous local productions, including the five year run of "Cuckoo!"... will be seen in his third production of "The Strike" this week. "The Strike" is a new musical revue by the San Francisco Players, which opens at the Geary Street Cazer Theatre, 650 Geary Street. The Opening on October 15, is the new production on the 23rd, called "Power Lines!" Power Lines by Joel Schwartz, features David Baker, Alan Russ, Kip Wilson, Robert Rosas, and the three genial seniors, Vietnamese, and a black. Bill Gundell has added the fresh dialogue and Jean Martin has devised the elegant costumes. The elegant costumes are a real theatre no matter how you stretch it. It is too close, too cramped. People are locked in a walk-in refrigerator together. Sounds cute!

"CAMBODIAN IN A CARDBOARD CUP"...with Lynn Eldridge, Scott Rankine and Richard Brandt by Kip Fredericks playing at selected night spots around the city.

COWARD IS CHAMPAGNE
This sparkling new musical, starring second-year California State University, Los Angeles student, is a most charming production which all will enjoy. For reservations closes on October 11th. Call 552-4002.

"NOT SO FUNNY FUNNY"
We can't expect every actress who plays Fancy Brice to better Barbra Streisand's performance in "Funny Girl"... but we can have every actress of the same line of work as well and we have every right to expect the performer who undertakes this part to do everything that >>Fancy Brice<< ever did!... What's to regret here, dear?

She has a pleasant singing voice and she might be very good in another part. But her crawling to Fancy is not really a character creation and it is her fault. She is replacement at a jean/Brooklyn. Still make her indispensable and infallible for too much of the time she is on stage.

"GREGOR'S" performance isn't the only thing wrong with this "Fun­ ny Girl". Mark Heard's dialogue is not sought and not set out with any particularity. Various changes are slow, you could drive a truck through two of them... "The Strike" is a mild compensat­ ing night audience with whom I talked. If the subject matter of this show's dialogue was as distinct that I was puzzled, therefore, as to why so many of the characters were not given more to say, dear!
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The Screening Room goes LIVE!!
Shows daily starting Friday Oct. 3
Showtimes: 12 pm - 2 - 4 - 6 - 8 - 10 / Fri. & Sat. Midnite Show

3 Huge Floors for your total entertainment!
Weight-lifting & Rock n Roll at LE DISQUE

On Thursday the 18th of September, the manager of Le Disque, Mr. Lee Machado, was teamed up with one of the guitar players and comics for his band, Dick Nelson, who did all this pumping in a good mood for the night dance permit, and judge for yourselves what messes they have become. And the only answer to any question with these two is to say: "Put on a mask and Pump Room for the night dance, and judging yourself will be to your last music show!"

The Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence did a visit to San Diego for a bus tour recently. The Sisters are expected to be appearing with the band. A few got hit at the end of the tour, but that is only a rumor of course. They are looking for singers and guitar players and comics for their band. Call them at 885-9601 sometime.

The Tendersloin's "Come and Dine at the Finest Little Cafe!"

WWW: "Tony Udabele, School Board"

Good Home Cooking

Open Everyday 6 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Reasonable Prices

Cookery

208 Eddy Street at Taylor

771-6334

"Come and Dine at the Finest Little Cafe!"

Cook: DIANNE and BIG JOE
I sez. MAITY sez he's words this MAN has winner...hope you can make it so again!

October 11th and will be one of the SF of M. Good luck to John Embry and DRUMMER KEY CLUB......opens on had just read Marcus-mongers column in Princess De Leather writes as if she the author of The Real Thing for print­ most appear to be one in the same!!!! Princess and the Ms. ex-emp. Marcus al­

11th at the MCC auditorium.....a gala 
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least this is one 

"Cruise Our Movie Arcade" 

Open 24 Hours 

Gay Goodies Galore! 

Video Tape & Film Headquarters 

A Quarter Adrrrits You To Our Porn Picture Paradise! 

Video Tape & Film Headquarters 

36 hours a day we serve you, man! 36 hours a day we serve you, man! 36 hours a day we serve you, man! 

See America. Find a Friend. 

"For the active man"
QUESTION: A CLASSIC MERCEDES or a BRAND NEW PINTO? HARDLY DIFFICULT. THE POINT: 2 FILM CLASSICS vs. 2 ___*  

J. BRIAN'S  

RAW- 
COUNTRY  

PRESENTING  
J. Brian's all male "GOLDEN BOYS" Cast  
STARRING  
RON MILES — DANE TREMMELL  
WARREN EDWARDS — RUSTY ADAMS  
WITH  
STEVE BOYD — SCOTT LARSON  
SKIP SHEPPARD — BRIAN DELANEY  
HUGH DAVIDSON — GARY YOUNG  
and JOE FREE  

Filmed in the forests of Northern California.  
In Eastman Color  

Written, Produced and Directed by J. BRIAN  
Photography by J. BRIAN and JIM MAC  

plus J. BRIAN'S TUESDAY MORNING WORK OUT  

Please Note: New prints have exclusively been struck from both films' original negatives for this playdate and that's no bullshit.  

THE NOB HILL... 729 Bush St. 781-9468